
Origami Newspaper Pots: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOTOyv9ukI8 

Ingredients:   1 Newspaper sheet  

Instructions  

1. Take a sheet of newspaper and cut it down the center. You only need one half of the 
page for each pot.  

2. Fold the sheet in half bringing in either side of your rectangle (the sides that are 
furthest away from each other together).  

3. Fold in half two more times, each time bringing in the sides that are furthest away 
from each other together just like you did the first time. (Flip and fold in the same 
direction as before.)The third fold is made only to crease the paper, so unfold it 
again once you have marked the paper.  

4. Take ahold of the top fold on one side of the paper and press it open and down. You 
should form a triangular shape at the top.  

5. Flip the paper over and repeat on the other side.  
6. Flip the sections by rotating the top and bottom sections in the same direction. You 

should end up with smooth sections on the top and the bottom.  
7. Fold both outside edges in towards the center seam. Flip and repeat on the other 

side.  
8. Fold the outside edges in towards the center again and repeat on the other side.  
9. Your pot is basically finished!  
10. To keep if from falling apart, fold the top edges of the paper down towards the point.  
11. Open the pot as you would open a folded paper bag. You can now fill the pot with 

soil.  
12. You can store them easily in a space efficient way by folding them back up again and 

filling an open pot with several folded ones.  

Notes  

You can leave the flaps as they are or tuck them inside the pot. I find that the pots are more 
stable if you leave the tabs on the outside.  

Recipe printed from Oh, The Things We'll Make! Blog. https://thethingswellmake.com/quick-diy-origami-
newspaper- pots/  
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